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ABSTRACT
For pharmaceutical industry, HPLC is more than 40 years old. Even after instrumental advancements in HPLC problems still arise, troubleshooting still comes.
HPLC is the main stay of analytical section nowadays in pharmaceutical industry whether it is API industry or formulation plant. Best approach for troubleshooting
HPLC problems is going with systematic way. At the start of quantitative chromatographic analysis, the first parameter of paramount importance is baseline,
especially for measuring the area of any given peak. Baseline usually suffers from these errors, namely, high baseline drift, periodic baseline fluctuation, and
spikes. This article aims at suggesting some working methodologies which will resolve as well as avoid cases of such errors and failures.
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INTRODUCTION

The practice of HPLC is more than 40 years old in pharmaceutical
industry. Although HPLC has been improved by many advances in
instrumentation and highly pure chemical components, problems still
arise. The active working components of HPLC system are same as
before with some upgrades such as pre-column heater of 5–10 μL [1-3].

Validation of analytical methods is important for generating authentic
and reliable data in case regulatory submissions which is generated
using that method. These methods are essential for a variety of purposes,
including testing for QC release, testing of stability samples, and testing
of reference materials and to produce data to support specifications [1].
Role of HPLC at present day in Pharmaceutical Industry
HPLC is the main stay of analytical section nowadays in pharmaceutical
industry whether it is API industry or formulation plant. Quality
control is an important department of the pharmaceutical industry
for commercialization of drugs. In quality control department,
spectroscopic instruments are no longer reliable considering 21-CFR
and auditing agencies demand. In analysis, at every stage of process,
for API or formulation, HPLC is essentially required. Greater advantage
with HPLC systems is automation associated with sampling sequence,
sampling chamber temperature, column temperature, column choice
flexibility considering its length or stationary phase material, and
systems capacity to run for long time without any failure make are
best tool for routine analysis. So far, as QC department concerned,
HPLC instrument is workforce for productivity or output for the
pharmaceutical industry [2-32].

To support this giant role of HPLC, we can also overlook on the
commercial market of HPLC system and its parts as HPLC market,
including supply of columns and other accessories, was of worth $3.2
billion. The compounded annual growth for HPLC is forecasted at
6%/year for the years bringing estimated revenues to nearly $4 billion
in the past decade till 2010 [21].

Now, what will happen if this automated HPLC system faces problem
due to physicochemical property of solution or hardware related
problem? Yes, this happens routinely while working. Proper handling
of system and making solution accurately can definitely delay such
incidences but cannot avoid it.

Consequence of error or failure associated with HPLC system
Any kind of error or failure obviously causes incidence or deviation.
An incidence is an resultant event of our sop activity that can
definitely harm our product quality as well as it is against Cgmp.
Incidence is non c-GMP (current good manufacturing practices)
event occurred all of sudden and there is uncertainty about its
impact on product quality. For example, we have checked column
fitting but during mobile phase run due to pressure development,
it started leaking and false result obtained in analysis. It will be
considered as incidence since we operated as per SOP and still
the event occurred. Deviation is defined as when we are deviating
from written procedure or GMP (good manufacturing practices)
document [33,34].
For HPLC, a more elaborate and sophisticated experimental setup is
required. Following are the different parts of HPLC in Fig. 1.
TROUBLESHOOTING

Need of troubleshooting
HPLC personnel working at laboratory floor is aware of both facts of
incidence and deviation, this article aims at suggesting some working
methodologies which will resolve as well as avoid cases of such errors
and failures [35,36].
Troubleshooting strategy [35]
Any troubleshooting strategy involves four steps:
1. Identification of the problem with the help of system indicators or
with knowledge of operator
2. Guidance about troubles and troubleshooting to HPLC operator
3. Detection of cause of the trouble
4. Rectification of the causes

Troubleshooting process [35]
1. Gather the facts.
2. Check the simplest things first.
3. Comparison of performances at normal and at trouble.
4. List possible causes.
5. Step-by-step workout on possible causes to check the outcome from
changes developed.
6. Call system engineers or service support team.
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Baseline
The portion of the chromatogram recording the detector response
when only the mobile phase emerges from the column. In
quantitative chromatographic analysis, the baseline is duration of a
chromatogram during which only mobile phase is running through
the detector and is the reference point for when measuring the area
of any given peak [38-43].

2. Compounds eluting off column
Many times, the previously performed analysis is the cause of troubles
or errors observed in ongoing analysis. Compound constantly eluting
is the reason of drift in mobile phase, such kind of drift is detected or
diagnosed by multiple wavelength detector or PDA detector of HPLC.
Here, it is recommended either to run strong solvent until baseline is
stable or suitable organic solvent of previous analysis [47].

High baseline drift
1. Due Non-Homogenous mobile phase
If single solvent is used as mobile phase, and in chromatogram, high
baseline drift is observed then most common cause of such baseline
drift is the grade of solvent used as mobile phase.

There are two types of noise such as;

To accurately develop analytical methods, to generate data (peaks), for
integrating and reporting results, a smooth and flat baseline is always
essential. Any signal present on the baseline represents the noise
of the chromatographic system (in the absence of injected sample).
While continuous deviation from zero absorbance is referred as drift,
depending on the direction, it could be positive drift or negative drift
as shown in Fig 2. Lower sensitivity and upward baselines, noise,
or spike on the chromatogram can often be ascribed to the mobile
phase. Apart from mobile phase system components also contribute
to baseline errors [38-43].

If gradient mobile phase combination is being used and high baseline
shift is observed at that time, major responsible factors are different UV
cutoff or different absorptivity properties of solvents. In such cases, it is
recommended to use baseline subtraction method [44,45].
Apart from this problem arises with gradient program in baseline is due
to improper mixing of mobile phase components. Many times industrial
pharmaceutical application involves mixture of organic solvents with
two or more buffers. Here proper mixing of mobile phase components is
important, considering miscibility factor of individual buffer solutions
with another one.

3. High noise
Noise sometimes has a lot of higher frequency in comparison to
chromatographic signal and it is the short period of the baseline from
a line caused by electrical signal fluctuations, detector, environmental
fluctuations, and different connected factors. Noise is that the issue
limits detector sensitivity. Difference between noise and drift is
presented in Fig. 3. For this noise, quantitative detection limit kept
as 10x signal to noise. This ensures accurate determination of the
amounts with less than 2% difference. Noise is often measured peak to
peak, i.e., the space from the highest of 1 such little peak to the lowest
of following. Sometimes, noise is averaged over a nominal amount of
your time [48].
Synchronous noise: It is a periodic noise usually associated with pump
Strokes as shown in Fig. 4 [29,49,50].

Asynchronous noise – It is a random noise usually associated with
contaminated mobile phases or its components, also due to its poor
mixing; dirt on detector cell, leak at detector cell; degraded samples,
impurities in samples or solvents [29,50].
Most common cause of these both noises in baseline is dirt in the
detector cell or detector window. This can be solved by flushing
detector cell with high flow rates using suitable organic solvent. In
baseline, random appearance of noise and spikes occurs, variation in
flow rates and/or pressures observed, detector outputs to show high

Fig. 1: HPLC schematic diagram. 1: Mobile phase reservoir, 2: Pump, 3: Mixing chamber, 4: Chamber, 5: Guard column, 6: Analytical
column, 7: Detector, 8: Monitor and recording system, 9: Outlet reservoir

Fig. 2: Positive (left) and negative (right) baseline drift [37]
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levels of noise. To avoid this, mobile phases should be fully degassed
before use [51].

Apart from this, other factors contributing baseline noise are
temperature fluctuations in the mobile phase mixture during the
chromatographic run. If detector cell is clean, mobile phase is properly
degassed and temperature is well maintained then baseline noise
presented in Fig. 5 is indicating lamp failure [52,53].

Periodic baseline fluctuation
1. Pressure fluctuations from pump
Common causes of this pressure fluctuation associated with system
hardware are: HPLC back pressure too low to maintain prime in system,
worn or damaged pump piston seals, leaking or worn pump piston seal,
and improper fitting of column or inline tubing. Such problems can
be resolved by proper training and technique to use system, but most
importantly, it is maintenance related so it is advised to keep system in
excellent condition. Also, perform regularly preventative maintenance
and schedule inspection and cleaning of entire system to eliminate
unproductive down time [54].
Common causes of this pressure fluctuation associated with liquid
component used in mobile phase are as follows: Flow rate inappropriate
in the gradient program, mixing problem (gradient or isocratic online
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mixing), bubble in the tubing at any location, sticking or old or
unchanged check valve solution, and poor mobile phase miscibility.
Such problems can be resolved by degasing mobile phase, best with
on-line vacuum degassing or helium sparging. Purge the pump. Actively
draw liquid through the pump, for instance with a syringe at the outlet
of the pump [55,56].

Additional causes of this pressure fluctuation include insufficient
mixing of mobile phase solution and degraded solution of mobile phase
and wrong reference wavelength selected solution.
Spikes
1. Spikes Due to electrical interferences
Spikes are electrical signals, are initiated by an external event. Spikes
are typically not random, but for instance related to cyclic strong power
consuming equipment as shown in Fig 6. Isolate the electrical supply
to filter current fluctuations, so as to avoid spikes in the chromatogram
due to this reason [31].
2. Lamp relay trying to fire a dead lamp
Detector-related problems include air bubbles in the tubing, and optical
cell contamination or interferences. These usually produce spikes on
the chromatograms or low sensitivity [31-58].

If not possible to resolve with in house personnel, the best option is to
communicate a service engineer. These spikes could also be due to air
bubbles in the detector cell, less likely with the new generation of inline vacuum degassing systems [50,58].
CONCLUSION

Fig. 3: Baselines, noise on the chromatogram

Fig. 4: Synchronous noise

Hence, as far as pharmaceutical including overall departments,
HPLC instrument is workforce for productivity or output for the
pharmaceutical industry whether it is API industry or formulation plant.
With the many advances in instrumentation and highly pure chemical
components, but problems still arise usually due to grade of solvent
for mobile phase combination or their improper mixing, previously
retained compound, electricity fluctuations, dirt in the detector cell,
or detector window. Without systematic approach identification of
problem for troubleshooting, HPLC system is not possible. At the start
of quantitative chromatographic analysis, first parameter of paramount
importance is baseline, especially for measuring the area of any given
peak. Baseline usually suffers from these errors, namely, high baseline
drift, periodic baseline fluctuation, and spikes. Best option considering
productivity or output will be to avoid generation of problems which can
be achieved by scheduled maintenance activities by service engineers,
use of high-quality HPLC grade chemicals and reagents, and finally,
most important operating instrument under stated standard operating
conditions. Mobile phase use should be used with proper care will sure
generate proper generate without need of troubleshooting.
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